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Critique of Software Violence
Geoff Cox
There is an inherent violence of software. Our network operations are dominated by violent acts against us
in the form of viruses, spam, phishing, and botnets, and more to point violence is encoded in software
itself. [1] Like language, we enter informational infrastructures antagonistically – echoing Judith Butler’s
observation that we come into language antagonistically from our beginnings. [2] Butler’s point is that
violence is embodied in language, not simply in the way it might be used to incite a violent action or in the
ways that language reflects social domination more generally - such that it can be injurious as in the case of
hate speech. But, as Slavoj Žižek has also pointed out, it also is violent in the way that it produces meaning.
There is something inherently violent in the capacity of language to represent a thing, what he calls “its
essencing ability”, equivalent to its symbolic death. As it stands in for something, “it dismembers the thing,
destroying its organic unity”, and forces the thing into a field of meaning that is outside of itself. [3] This also
happens at the level of software, and perhaps in a more overt manner, as programming languages extend
natural languages through their protocological address to humans and machines. With program code, it not
only symbolizes but enacts violence on the thing: it executes it.
But before discussing this operational aspect with respect to software, I will introducethe tricky subject of
violence in more detail.As is probably clear at this point, the title of this essay refers explicitly to Walter
Benjamin’s 1921 essay “Critique of Violence”. [4] For Benjamin, at issue is not whether violence is a means to
a just or unjust end but whether violence can be a moral means in itself. As he puts it, “a more exact
criterion is needed, which would discriminate within the sphere of means themselves, without regard for the
ends they serve”. So rather than simply reconciling just ends by a justification of the means, or vice versa,
the focus is “the question of the justification of certain means that constitute violence”. [5] As far as the state
is concerned, violence exercised by individuals, or its legal subjects, is a threat to the legal system that uses
violence for legal ends that the law itself legitimates (such as police or military violence). This indicates the
law’s “monopoly on violence” as Benjamin puts it, in not simply preserving legal ends but more importantly
in preserving the institution of the law itself. It also affirms the threat of actions that are outside of the law,
and how even oppositional kinds of action or protests are tolerated when they affirm the power of the law to
guarantee certain freedoms.
One important exception is the right to strike, conceded by the state in recognition of the inevitability of
antagonism in the workplace. Whether overtly violent or not, the motivation to strikeis to address the
violence imposed on the worker by the employer. In this way, and as Trotsky pointed out in his essay
“Terrorism” (1911), arguments against the use of violence are inherently hypocritical. In his view, the entire
state apparatus and its lawsare an apparatus of terrorism in itself. [6] On the one hand terrorist violence is
seen to be inadmissible by the moral order, and yet on the other, in exceptional circumstances it is seen to
be necessary according to the self-interest of the state. Much the same paradox applies in contemporary
discussions, where in the ‘state of emergency’ becomes the justification for the erosion of human rights and
freedoms. The duplicity is evident in the way those deemed danger to national security can be taken into
custody and detained without trial or other sovereign states can be invaded in contravenence with
international law.
This paradoxical condition has been discussed in depth in Giorgio Agamben’s State of Exception (2005),
extending Carl Schmitt’s Politische Theologie of 1922 that established the contiguity between sovereignty
andthe state of exception. [7] Agamben argues that the state of exception, although described as a provisional
measure in exceptional circumstances, has become the working paradigm of modern government. Under
this logic, State power uses violence against an identifiable enemy – often preemptively – so that its use of
power appears legitimate despite the active contradiction with its own legal and natural laws. When the
required ends cannot be guaranteed by the legal system alone, the repressive state apparatus further
exercises violence in the name of counter-terrorism or national security.
Software running over networks is regarded as a threat to security in this way too. In The Exploit (2007),
Alexander Galloway and Eugene Thacker identify how control is distributed relatively autonomously and at
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the same time into directed commands, across horizontal and vertical axes. Indeed networks and
sovereignty are not incompatible but exceptional –together related as “sovereignty-in-
networks”. [8]Correspondingly, the recommendation to those developing oppositional tactics is to take
advantage of the vulnerabilities in networks by exploiting power differentials that are inherent to the
system. This is precisely how software developers and malware (malicious software) developers operate, as
they exploit vulnerable operating systems, internet service and security software – as if following Gilles
Deleuze in his “Postscript on Control Societies” (1990): “Computer piracy and viruses, for example, will
replace strikes and what the nineteenth century called ‘sabotage’ (‘clogging’ the machinery).” [9]
Software violence and counter-violence is propagated through such means to exploit known and potential
vulnerabilities in the system. Malware is usually installed via worms, trojan horses or backdoors under a
common command and control infrastructure. For instance, a program installed by a botnet can violate a
system’s hard disc and monitor its user’s keystrokes to gather private data (such as sensitive financial
information, including credit card numbers and passwords for bank or Paypal accounts) and then distribute
the retrieved data over the internet back to the computer running the malware (so-called zombie computer).
For example, the function names and keywords below are taken from a popular bot with packet sniffing
capabilities to capture online credentials and other information. [10]
boolIsSuspiciousVULN(const char *szBuf) – looks for keywords that indicate vulnerable server versions.
Examples include:
• “OpenSSL/0.9.6”
• “Serv-U FTP Server”
• “OpenSSH_2”
boolIsSuspiciousHTTP(const char *szBuf) – may attempt to gather HTTPbased authentication credentials






There are countless other examples that illustrate how vulnerabilities can be exploited and how botnets can
cause severe disruption to targeted sites. A botnet can control a set of ‘hijacked’ systems to target systems
(e.g. a commercial or government website) with information requests in a distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack. The hacktivist tactics of Lizard Squad, Anonymous, or of Lulz Sec, the splinter group of
Anonymous who have been “Laughing at your security since 2011!” exemplify such an approach. [11]These
loosely associated networks of activists and hactivists have coordinated various DDoS attacks using forums
and social media websites, where instructions were disseminated on how to download attack software to
bombard websites with data to try to throw them offline. “Operation Payback” (2010)is a good example, in
the targeting of sites that had cut ties with WikiLeaks (such as MasterCard, Visa, and PayPal). [12]
If the parallel development of security and liberalism has already been well established (by Foucault), [13]the
issue of security today seems almost reducible to the challenge of managing the inherent vulnerability of
networked relations. As such, the system, whether online or offline, needs to distinguish whether you are a
friend or not, evoking Carl Schmitt’s notion of enmity (in The Concept of the Political, of 1927). [14] Under
contemporaryneo-liberal conditions, it is clear that democracies already exert forms of violence on citizens
in subtle ways: the “violence of participation” as Markus Meissen puts it. [15] In other words, democracies
exert a form of violence that doesn’t appear violent at all such as encouraging the use of certain kinds of
social media where friendship is privileged over antagonism. The double standards are agreed to when the
user agrees to the terms of service.
In what Angela Mitropoulos has referred to as “softwar” (2007), [16] violence is exerted on users, not least
forcing them to pay and upgrade regularly when there are viable free alternatives as in the case of
proprietary forms. Mitropoulos refers to the issue of intellectual property and related conflicts over sharing
digital content, such as those over P2P file sharing. The perpetrator in this case breaks a number of basic
principles inherent to network structures where files can be freely copied and shared, and furthermore
legislates to normalise this contrariness. The moral ambiguities of software licenses and duplicities of the
law are plain, and at the heart of all terms of service agreements and copyright regimes. To break a contract
is to activate the threat of violence enforced by the law, whereas the greater violence has already been
committed and gone unpunished in the first place.
When no other choice is possible, software counter-violence might be a justifiable moral if not legal
response and there are many other examples of software direct action and hacktivism to further stress this
point.(Whistle blowing operates a parallel moral imperative as with the Snowden case, or Wikleaks more
broadly.)Hackers are generally understood as those who attempt to penetrate security systems on remote
computers, but this is a pejorative use of the term. In general it simply refers to a person who is capable of
creating hacks, or demonstrating technical virtuosity. [17]
To clarify the distinction: a hacker is thus someone with proficiency and practical understanding of the
structure and operations of computer networks and systems, whereas crackers or system intruders are
hackers with malign intentions (more like terrorists if we accept the paradox of that term). The ethical
principles of hacking clarifies the distinction:
* Access to computers – and anything that might teach you something about theway the world really works
– should be unlimited and total.
Always yield to the Hands-On Imperative!
* All information should be free.
* Mistrust authority – promote decentralization.
* Hackers should be judged by their acting, not bogus criteria such as degrees,age, race, or position.
* You can create art and beauty on a computer.
* Computers can change your life for the better.
* Don’t litter other people’s data.
* Make public data available, protect private data. [18]
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Following these principles, it should be stated that the majority of hackers condemn attacks. The use of non-
violent direct action and tactical media is more commonplace, such as the FloodNet software developed in
1998 by the Electronic Disturbance Theater, and used by the Zapatistas. [19] For some hackers, the ethical
practices of free software represent a move away from the use of overt violence but the paradoxes of power
simply cannot be avoided. It is this issue that this essay tries to establish: how violence is inherent to
software. Perhaps more contemporary examples of online violence serve to emphasise how software itself
contains active contradictions that oscillate between truth and falsity (like Boolean logic or negative
dialectics), between violence and non-violence.
Lizard Squad’s DDoSattack on the free software Tor browsing network in January 2015 makes a case in
point (Tor prevents others from learning your location or browsing habits). [20] The attack aimed to highlight
vulnerabilities with respect to Tor’s ability to enable anonymity on the Internet and thereby to remain
outside the reach of government monitoring agencies like the NSA. By attacking nodes used to relay
information between peers, and setting up new relays called “LizardNSA”, Lizard Squad could begin to piece
together communications that were transmitted under the belief that the information was anonymous. The
action enraged other hacker groups such as Anonymous who released the following Twitter message: “Hey
@LizardMafia don’t f—k with the Tor network. People need that service because of corrupt governments.
Stand the f—k down.” [21]
The questionable ethics of the action in response to debates about Internet freedom operates in a similar
way to the paradoxes of free software and free speech as if it were not already a problematic concept. [22] The
ethics of free software emerged out of the hacker communities yet the ambiguities of free speech as the
central analogy have not been critically developed inasmuch as it is enshrined in the liberal tradition that
recognizes that suppressing freedom of speech is a crude tactic of governance. Instead the state, for the most
part, opens up the widest possible domains for the expression of opinions that become constituent of its
own exercise of power protected under international law.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that: “Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and
expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.” [23] Article10 of the European
Convention on Human Rights similarly provides the right to freedom of expression, but like Article 19 is
also subject to certain restrictions that are deemed “necessary in a democratic society.” [24] This allows
restrictions for the interests of national security, or public order, or protection of public health and morals,
and soon. It leaves freedom on the Internet, as with life in general, subject to both state and market
regulation, and further compromised by the pervasive use of filtering software and data veillance practices.
Therefore it arguably becomes necessary to produce paradoxes at the level of software in recognition of its
central role in the structural logic of capitalism. The violence embodied in software is inherent to the way it
prescribes and determines certain actions. Like the myth of freedom of choice, violence is demonstrated at
multiple levels of execution, and exerted against information hat wants to be free.
In Benjamin’s “Critique of Violence”, he describes the potential for ‘pure immediate violence” – human
action that neither makes nor preserves law, but is outside of the law altogether. [25] The idea of pure
violence does not apply to any violent action in itself, but in its relation to the conditions under which it is
constituted. The concept draws together class violence with the theology of divine violence represented by
Judaic Messianism- where redemption is provided by pure divine violence. So rather than promoteterrorist
violence, he instead calls for “collective political action that is lethal not to human beings, but to the
humanly created mythic powers that reign over them”. [26] The concept of pure violence is a violence that
appears to come from nowhere – from beyond the law – in which “killing is neither a crime nor a sacrifice”
according to Žižek, because law applies only to the living: “Divine violence isan expression of pure drive, of
the undeadness, the excess of life, which strikes the “bare life” regulated by law.” [27] This is an action that
lies in excess of violence and terrorism, or the shootings in Paris or Copenhagen, [28] and more in the realm
of the nonhuman. One might speculate that software might similarly express pure means through the use of
distributed software, if directed at the sovereign technical infrastructures that already exert forms of
violence. If no one will protect us from the violence inflicted upon us by software, there is no choice but to
engage the mythic powers that regulate our operating systems at the level of software itself.
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